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Abstract: In this paper, we present a distributed algorithm to computevarious parameters of a tree
such as the process number, the edge search number or the nodesearch number and so the path-
width. This algorithm requiresn steps, an overall computation time ofO(nlogn), andn messages of
size log3n+3. We then propose a distributed algorithm to update the process number (or the node
search number, or the edge search number) of each component of a forest after adding or deleting
an edge. This second algorithm requiresO(D) steps, an overall computation time ofO(D logn), and
O(D) messages of size log3 n+ 3, whereD is the diameter of the modified connected component.
Finally, we show how to extend our algorithms to trees and forests of unknown size using messages
of less than 2α+4+ ε bits, whereα is the parameter to be determined andε = 1 for updates algo-
rithms.
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Un algorithme distribué pour le calcul et la mise à jour du
process number d’une forêt
Résumé : Dans cet article, nous présentons un algorithme distribué permettant de calculer divers
paramètres d’un arbre tel le process number, la pathwidth etl’edge search number. Cet algorithme
nécessiten étapes, a un temps d’exécution deO(nlogn) et génèren messages de taille log3 n+ 3.
Nous montrons ensuite comment il peut servir a mettre à jour le p ocess number (ou la pathwidth ou
l’edge search number) de chaque composante d’un forêt aprèsl’ajout ou la suppression d’une arête.
En fin on montre que cela peut être fait même si la taille de la forêt est inconnue.
Mots-clés : pathwidth, process number, search number, algorithme distribué
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1 Introduction
Treewidth and pathwidth have been introduced by Robertson and Seymour [11] as part of the graph
minor project. By definition, the treewidth of a tree is one, but its pathwidth might be up to logn. A
linear time centralized algorithms to compute the pathwidth of a tree has been proposed in [5, 12, 13],
but so far no dynamic algorithm exists.
The algorithmic counter part of the notion of pathwidth is the node searching problem [8]. It
consists in finding an invisible and fast fugitive in a graph using the smallest set of agents. The
minimun number of agents needed gives the pathwidth. Other graph invariants closely related to
the notion of pathwidth have been proposed such as the process number [2, 3] and the edge search
number [9]. For this two invariants it is not known if they arestrictly equivalent to the pathwidth or
not.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic algorithm to compute those different parameters on trees and
to update them in a forest after the addition or deletion of anedge. We also show that no distributed
algorithm can always transmit a number of bits linear inn and give a characterisation of the trees
whose process number and edge search number equals their patwidth. To present our results, we
concentrate on the process number.
As mentioned before the process number of a (di)graph has been introduced to model a routing
reconfiguration problem in WDM or WiFi networks in [2, 3]. Thegraph represents a set of tasks that
have to be realized. Aprocess strategyis a serie of actions in order to realize all the tasks represent d
by the graph. It finishes when all the nodes of the graph areprocessed. In order to process the graph,
the three actions we can do are:
(1) put an agent on a node.
(2) remove an agent from a node if all its neighbors are eitherprocessed or occupied by an agent.
The node is now processed.
(3) process a node if all its neighbors are occupied by an agent (the node is surrounded).
A p-process strategyis a strategy which process the graph usingp agents. Theprocess numberof
a graphG, pn(G), is the smallestp such that ap-process strategy exists. For example, a star has
process number 1 (we place an agent on its center), a path of length at least 4 has process number 2, a
cycle of size 5 or more has process number 3, and a×n grid has process numbern+1. Moreover,
it has been proved in [2, 3] that pw(G) ≤ pn(G) ≤ pw(G) + 1, where pw(G) is thepathwidthof
G [11].
The node search number [8], ns(G), can be defined similarly except that we only use rules (1)
and (2). It was proved by Elliset al.[5] that ns(G) = pw(G)+1, and by Kinnersley [7] that pw(G) =
vs(G), where vs(G) is thevertex separationof G. Those results show that the vertex separation, the
node search number and the pathwidth are equivalent. Pleaser fer to recent surveys [6, 4] for more
information.
The following Theorem gives a construction which enforces each parameter to grow by 1, which
implies that for any tree ns(T), es(T), pw(T), vs(T), and pn(T) are less than log3(n).
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Theorem 1 ([2] and [10]) Let G1,G2 and G3 be three connected graphs such thatvs(Gi) = vs,
ns(Gi) = ns andpn(Gi) = p, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. We construct the graph G by putting one copy of each of
the Gi , and we add one node v that has exactly one neighbour in each ofthe Gi , 1≤ i ≤ 3. Then
vs(G) = vs+1, ns(G) = ns+1 andpn(G) = p+1.
The algorithm we propose is based on the decomposition of a tree into subtrees forming ahier-
archical decomposition. It is fully distributed, can be executed in an asynchronousenvironment and
the construction of the hierarchical decomposition requires only a small amount of information.
It uses ideas similar to the ones used by Elliset al. [5] to design an algorithm which computes
the node search number in linear time. However their algorithm is centralized and the distributed
version usesO(nlogn) operations and transmit a total ofO(nlognlog(logn)) bits. We improve
the distributed version as our algorithm also requiresO(nlogn) operations but transmit at most
n(log3n+ 3) bits. We also prove that it is optimal in the sense that for anyk ∈ N, no dynamic
algorithm, such that the vertex at which the edge addition/deletion is done, can only simultaneously
sends one message to its neighbours, can always transmit less thank−1k n(log3(n)) bits. Furthermore,
with a small increase in the amount of transmitted information, we extend our algorithm to a fully
dynamic algorithm allowing to add and remove edges even if the total size of the tree is unknown.
Finally we explain how to adapt our algorithm to compute the node search number and the edge
search number of a tree. It should also certainly be adapted to compute the mixed search number
and other similar parameters.
This paper start with the presentation of the hierarchical decomposition of a tree in Section 2.
Then in Section 3 we present an algorithm to compute the process number of a tree and analyze its
complexity. In Section 4 we show how to update efficiently theprocess number of each component
of a forest after the addition or the deletion of any tree edge, thus resulting in a dynamic algorithm.
Section 5 concludes this paper with several improvements including extensions of our algorithm to
trees of unknown size and to compute other parameters.
All along this paper, we assume that each nodeu knows the set of its neighbours which we note
Γ(u). However, the size of the tree is not needed as explained in Section 5.
2 Tools for the algorithm
The algorithm is initialized at the leaves. Each leaf sends amessage to its only neighbor which
becomes itsfather. Then, a nodev which has received messages from all its neighbors but one
process them and sends a message to its last neighbor, itsfather. We say that this node has been
visited. Finally, the last node,w, receives a message from all its neighbours and computes the
process number ofT: pn(T). w is called theroot of T.
Notice that our algorithm is fully distributed, that it can be executed in an asynchronous environ-
ment (we assume that each node knows its neighbors) and that there are as many steps as nodes in
the tree.
At each step, the goal of the message sent by a nodev to its fatherv0 is to describe, in a synthetic
way, the structure of thesubtree Tv rooted at v, that is the connected component ofT minus the edge
vv0, (T −vv0), containingv (see Figure 1).
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ou ...ou=(1,2)
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aTv
ou ou ...(3,3) =
u
aTu
u u
Figure 2: Example of trees whose associated vector arevect(v) = (1,2) andvect(u) = (3,3).
v
v0
Tv
T
Figure 1: The subtreeTv
In fact a message describes a decomposition ofTv into a set of
smaller disjoint trees. The trees of this decomposition areind xed by
their roots; we noteRv the set of roots of the trees of this decomposi-
tion. Through the algorithm, given a nodew, an unique tree with rootw
will be computed, i.e. if in two different decompositions there is a tree
rooted atw, it will be the same. We call a tree of a decomposition with
rootw anassociated-treeand note itaTw.
An associated-tree, and more generally any tree, can be of two
types: stableor unstable. Intuitively, the process number of a stable
tree will not be affected if we add a component of same processnumber whereas the process number
of an unstable tree will increase in this case.
Definition 1 Let T be a tree with root r. T is saidstableif there is an optimal process strategy such
that the last (or equivalently first) node to have an agent is ror if there is a(≤ 2)-process strategy
finishing with r. Otherwise T isunstable. The node r is said stable or unstable accordingly to T .
Remark We consider a tree of process number one as stable (even if an optimal process strategy
finishing at its root needs two agents) for technical reason.
From Definition 1, we give two values to describe if an associated-treeaTw rooted atw is stable
or unstable and to give its process number: pn its process number, and pn+ the minimun number of
agents used in a process strategy such that the last (or first)node to have an agent isw. They together
formed the vector associated toaTw: vect(w) = (pn,pn+). By extension we associatev ct(w) to
w. Remark that they are unique for a given associated-tree butseveral associated-trees can have the
same values, also they depend on the root of the associated-tree (see Figure 2). Remark also that
to store this vector it is sufficient to store(pn,pn+ − pn), which is an integer (pn) and a bit since
pn≤ pn+ ≤ pn+1.
Back to our algorithm, each associated-treeaTw of the decomposition ofTv will be described
by its vectorvect(w), and the message sent by a nodev to its fatherv0 contains the vector of all
associated-trees of the decomposition. However if the decomposition does not verify some specific
properties, this information is not sufficient to compute thprocess number ofTv. It is why we need
the notion of hierarchical decomposition.
RR n° 6560
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=
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5
(pn(w),pn(w)+1)
w w
Tw4 Tw5
aTw aTw
aTw1 aTw2 Tw3
Figure 4: Structure of an unstable associated-treeaTw. vect(w1) = vect(w2) = (pn(w),pn(w)) and
∀i ∈ [3,5] ,pn(Twi ) < pn(w).
(3,4) (3,4)
(2,2)
(3,4)
(6,7)(5,6)(9,10)
aTv
aTv1 aTv2
aTv4 (4,5) aTv5 (5,6) aTv6 aTv7 aTv8(5,6) (4,5) aTv9 aTv10
aTv3
Tv
Figure 5: Example of a hierarchical decomposition of a treeTv with process number 9.
2.1 Hierarchical decomposition
pn(x) < pn(w)
w
x
aTw
aTx
Figure 3:aTx < aTw.
In a hierarchical decompositionof Tv, we impose that an associated-
treeaTw has a process number higher than the associated-treeaTx con-
taining the father ofw, as illustrated in Figure 3. We also impose that a
hierarchical decomposition has at most one stable associated-tree and
if there is one it has to be minimal according to this order. Finally we
impose that all unstable associated-trees satisfies Property 1. Figure 5
gives an example of a hierarchical decomposition of a tree with process number 9.
Property 1 (c.f. Figure 4) Given a node w, its associated-tree aTw, the subtree Tw rooted at w,
andΓ(w)∩Tw = {w1, . . . ,wk}, if aTw, and so w, is unstable it has the following structure: w has
two neighbours w1,w2 ∈ Γ(w)∩ Tw which are stables and such thatpn(w1) = pn(w2) = pn(w).
Furthermore aTw is formed by its root w, the two stable associated-trees aTw1 and aTw2 and of
l ≤ k−2other subtrees Tw3, . . . ,Twl+2 whose roots are visited neighbours and whose process number
is at mostpn(w)−1. Notice that the subtrees Tw3, . . . ,Twl+2 are not necessarily the associated-trees
aTw3, . . . ,aTwl+2.
To describe a given hierarchical decomposition, a nodev stores a vector and a table encoding the
shape of the associated-treesaTv. We will see with Theorem 2 that it is sufficient to compute the
process number ofTv. More preciselyv stores:
• The vector of the stable associated-tree of the decomposition if there is one,(−1,−1) other-
wise;
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• A tabletv of lengthL(tv) = maxw∈Rv(pn(w)) which in cell i, notedtv[i], contains the number
of unstable associated-trees whose vector is(i, + 1) in the decomposition. (Remember that
(1,2) is considered as stable, hence the first cell always contains 0).
For example in Figure 5,v andv1 store respectively:
HD(v) : tv = 0 0 3 2 3 1 0 0 1 and(pn(v),pn+(v)) = (2,2)
HD(v1): tv1 = 0 0 1 1 1 and(pn(v1),pn
+(v1)) = (−1,−1)
Lemma 1 Let T = (V,E) be a tree rooted at r and aTw, r /∈ aTw, an unstable associated-tree rooted
at w∈V in a hierarchical decomposition. Ifpn(aTw) = p, pn(T) = p iff pn(T\aTw) ≤ p−1.
Furthermore ifpn(T) = p, T is unstable.
Proof If there is a treeaTx in the hierarchical decomposition with pn(aTx) > p then pn(T\aTw) > p.
From now on we assume that for allTx of the hierarchical decomposition, pn(aTx) ≤ p. Using the
properties of a hierarchical decomposition, it implies that w is the only node through whichaTw is
connected to the rest ofT.
By Property 1,aTw is formed by its rootw, two stable subtreesTw1 andTw2 with process number
p and some other subtrees with process number less thanp−1.
If T \ aTw has process number at leastp henw is a node with three branches having process
number at leastp. Hence, by Theorem 1,T has process number at leastp+1.
Otherwise pn(T\aTw) < p and we describe ap-process strategy. We start by an optimal process
strategy the stable associated-treeaTw1. It usesp agents and finishes withw1 occupied by an agent.
Then we place an agent onw and processw1. We continue with an optimal process strategy of
Tw \aTw2, it uses at mostp−1 extra agents.
Now, since pn(T \aTw) < p, we continue with a(p−1)-process strategy ofT \aTw. We then
place an agent onw2 and processw. It now only remains to processaTw2 starting atw2 which can
be done withp agents by assumption.
T is clearly unstable since it contains an unstable subtreeaTw with same process number which
does not contain the root ofT. 
Theorem 2 Given a rooted tree T , a table t and a vector vect= (pn,pn+), if there is a hierarchical
decomposition of T described by(vect,t), we can computepn(T). More precisely:
a) pn(T) = L(t) ⇔∃i ∈ [1..L(t)] such that t[i] = 0 and∀ j ∈ [i +1..L(t)] t[ j] = 1. Furthermore T
is unstable.
b) If pn(T) 6= L(t) thenpn(T) = max{pn,L(t)+1} and T is stable.
The Property a) means that if in the tablet of a hierarchical decomposition there is a cell with
a 0 followed only by cells full of 1, then the process number ofa tree accepting such a hierarchical
decomposition has process numberL(t).
Proof of Theorem 2 First remark that the process number is at mostL(t)+1.
By induction onL(t).
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(7,7)
(9,10)(7,7)
(4,5)Tv4v
(3,4) (3,4)
(2,2)
(3,4)
(6,7)(5,6)(4,5)(5,6)(9,10)(5,6)Tv5v T
v7
v T
v9
v T
v10
v
Tv3vT
v2
vT
v1
v
Tvv
Tv6v T
v8
v
⇔
Tv
Figure 6: A simpler hierarchical decomposition of the example of Figure 5.
• If L(t) = 0, T is a single node and pn(T) = 0. If L(t) = 1, T is a stable tree with vector
(1,1) or (1,2). In both case pn(T) = 1. If L(t) = 2 andt[2] = 0, T is a stable tree with vector
(2,2) and pn(T) = 2. If t[i] = 0 for all i ≤ L(t), T is a stable tree with vector(L(t),L(t)) and
pn(T) = L(t).
• WhenL(t) ≥ 2 andt[L(t)] = 1. We call the associated-tree of the hierarchical decomposition
having process numberL(t) aTw andw its root. By Lemma 1, pn(T) = L(t)⇔ pn(T\aTw)≤
L(t)−1.
– If ∃i ∈ [1..L(t)] with t[i] = 0 and∀ j ∈ [i +1..L(t)] t[ j] = 1, we have pn(T \ aTw) ≤
L(t)−1.
* Indeed, eithert[L(t)−1] = 1 and pn(T\aT
w) = L(t)−1 by induction, so pn(T) =
L(t).
* Or t[L(t)−1] = 0. In this case either, we have a table with only 0 and we are at an
initialisation case: pn(T\aTw) = L(t)−1 or we can delete this last cell, the length
of the table is thenL(t)−2 and we are sure that pn(T\aTw) ≤ L(t)−1 by the very
first remark of the proof. In both cases we have once again pn(T) = L(t).
– If in t there is a cell with a number bigger than one followed by cellsfu of one until the
last cell, then, by induction, pn(T\aTw) = L(t) and hence pn(T) = L(t)+1.
• When L(t) ≥ 2 andt[L(t)] ≥ 2, we call one of the associated-tree of process numberL(t)
aTw andw its root. pn(T \aTw) ≥ L(t), hence, from Lemma 1 pn(T) > L(t) which means
pn(T) = L(t)+1 by the very first remark.
T stable or unstable follows from Lemma 1 and the process strategy we described. 
2.2 Minimal hierarchical decomposition
In the example of Figure 5, Theorem 2 directly says it has process number 9. If we now consider
this example minus the subtree of vector(9,10), then Theorem 2 says it has process number 7 and
furthermore that it is stable. Hence, we can get another hierarchical decomposition as shown on
Figure 6.
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In fact we can generalize this simplification. Given a tablet and an indexi ≤ L(t), we notet[1..i]
the table composed of thei first cells oft. For a given hierarchical decomposition described by its
vector and its table,HD = (vect, t), we callHDi = (vect,t[1..i]) a i-restricted hierarchical decom-
position. Notice that ifHD is a hierarchical decomposition of a treeT, thenHDi is a hierarchical
decomposition of the subtree composed of the associated-tre s having process number at mosti.
A last definition, if a tree accepts several hierarchical decompositions, we say they areequivalent.
We now describe the simplification of a given hierarchical decompositionHD = (vect,t) of a
treeT. If there is i ≤ L(t) such that a treeTi , whose hierarchical decomposition is described by
HDi = (vect, t[1..i]), has process numberi + 1, thenHD is equivalent to a simpler hierarchical
decompositionHD′ = ((i + 1, i + 1), t ′), whereL(t ′) = L(t), t ′[ j] = 0 for j ≤ i + 1, andt ′[ j] = t[ j]
for j > i +1. If no suchi exist, the hierarchical decomposition can not be simplified.
We call a hierarchical decomposition we can not simplify aminimal hierarchical decomposition.
Our algorithm will compute such decompositions for each subtreeTv, v∈V. Furthermore we have:
Lemma 2 Let HD= ((pn,pn+), t) be a minimal hierarchical decomposition. For all i∈ [2..L(t)],
we have t[i] ∈ {0,1}.
3 Distributed algorithm for the process number
We can now describe precisely algorithmalgoHD:
• The algorithm is initialized at the leaves. Each leaf sendsthe message((0,0), [ ]) (where[ ]
represents a table of length 0) to its only neighbour which becomes its father.
• A nodev, which has received messages from all its neighbours but one, c mputes the minimal
hierarchical decomposition ofTv using Algorithm 1. Then it sends(pn(Tv),pn+(Tv)), tv) to
its last neighbour, its father.
• The last nodew receives a message from all its neighbours, it computes the minimal hierar-
chical decomposition ofTv = T and Theorem 2 gives the process number pn(T). w is called
the root ofT.
Remark It may happen that two adjacent nodesv andw receive a message from all their neighbors.
It is the case when nodev, after sending its message to its last neighborw, receives a message from
w. In this case, bothv andw are potential candidates to be the root of the tree. There aretwo
possibilities to solve this problem. If each node has a unique dentifier (e.g. MAC address) known
by its neighbors, then the one ofv andw with the largest identifier becomes the root, otherwise,u
andw send each other a random bit, repeat in case of equality, and the 1 win.
Lemma 3 Given a tree T= (V,E), with |V| = n, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(logn).
Proof All operations are linear inL(tv), andL(tv) ≤ pn(T)≤ log3n. 
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Algorithm 1 Computation of the minimal hierarchical decomposition
Require: v1, ...,vd the visited neighbours of v, and the corresponding minimal hierarchical decom-
positionsHD(vi) = ((pn(vi),pn+(vi)), tvi )
Require: t intv , a table such thatt
int
v [i] := tv1[i]+ ...+ tvd−1[i], ∀i ∈ [2..max1≤ j≤d L(tvj )].
Require: Mv :=
{
vi ; ∀ j ∈ [1..d−1], pn(vj) ≤ pn(vi)
}
{all vi such that pn(vi) is maximum}
Ensure: vect(v) andtv
{computation }
1: Let (pv, p+v ) be the vector of the associated-tree ofv
2: if ∀vi ∈ Mv, pn(vi) < 2 then {Initial cases}
3: (pv, p+v ) :=






(0,0) when∀vi ∈ Mv, pn(vi) = −1
(1,1) when∀vi ∈ Mv, pn(vi) = 0
(1,2) when|Mv| = 1 andvect(vi) = (1,1)
(2,2) otherwise
4: else{general cases}
5: if |Mv| = 2 then { v is unstable}
6: (pv, p+v ) := (pn(vi),pn(vi)+1), wherevi ∈ Mv
7: else{ v is stable}
8: if |Mv| > 2 then {Theorem 1}
9: (pv, p+v ) := (pn(vi)+1,pn(vi)+1), wherevi ∈ Mv
10: else
11: (pv, p+v ) := (pn(vi),pn(vi)), wherevi ∈ Mv
{computation of the table}
12: L(tv) := max
{
L(t intv ), pv
}
13: tv := t intv
14: if pv < p+v andpv > 1 then
15: tv[pv] := tv[pv]+1
16: tv[ j] := 0,∀ j ∈ [2..pv−1]
17: (pv, p+v ) := (−1,−1) {Here, (pv, p
+
v ) is stable}
18: Let k be such thattv[k] > 1 andtv[i] ≤ 1,∀i ∈ [k+1..L(tv)]
19: Let k1 be such thattv[k1] = 0 andtv[i] = 1,∀i ∈ [k..k1−1]
20: if tv[pv] = 0 then
21: k2 := pv
22: else
23: Let k2 be such thatv[k2] = 0 andtv[i] > 0, ∀i ∈ [pv..k2 −1] {We assume that there exists a
virtual cell tv[L(tv)+1] = 0}
24: if k,k1 andk2 exist then
25: tv[i] := 0,∀i ∈ [2..max(k1,k2)] := 0
26: vect(v) := (max(k1,k2),max(k1,k2))
27: else{the hierarchical decomposition is already minimal}
28: vect(v) := (pv, p+v )
INRIA
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Lemma 4 Given a tree T= (V,E), with |V| = n, algo HD computespn(T) in n steps and overall
O(nlogn) operations.
Proof Each nodev of degreedv has to computeMv (the set of neighborsvi with maximum pn(vi))
which requiresO(dv) operations, andtsumv (the sum of all received tables) that isO(∑d1 L(tsumv ))
operations. Finally it applies Algorithm 1. As∑v∈V dv = 2(n− 1), we have∑v∈V(dv + logn+
∑d1 L(tsumv )) = O(nlogn). 
Lemma 5 Given a tree T= (V,E), with |V|= n,algoHD sends n−1 messages each of sizelog3n+
2.
Proof Nodev sends its minimal hierarchical decomposition to its father, that isHDv = (vect(v),tv),
with vect(v) = (pn(v),pn+(v)). From Theorem 1 we know thatL(tv) ≤ log3 n, from Lemma 2,tv
contains only 0 and 1’s, hence we need only log3n bits to transmittv. Furthermore, if pn(v) ≥ 1,
tv[pn(v)] = 0 and∀i ≤ pn(v), tv[i] = 0. Hence we can add an artificial 1 to the cell oftv with index
pn(v) to indicate the value pn(v).
To summarize, we transmit a tablet and two bitsab. ab= 00 meansvect(v) = (−1,−1), ab= 01
meansvect(v) = (0,0), 10 meansvect(v) = (pn,pn) and 11 meansvect(v) = (pn,pn+ 1). When
a = 1, pn is the index of the first 1 in the transmitted table andtv is the transmitted table minus this
1. Whena = 0, tv is the transmitted tablet. It is clear that in this coding, each message has size
log3n+2. 
4 Dynamic and incremental algorithms
In this section, we propose a dynamic algorithm that allows to compute the process number of the
tree resulting of the addition of an edge between two trees. It also allows to delete any edge. To do
this efficiently, it uses one of the main advantage of the hierarchical decomposition: the possibility
to change the root of the tree without additional information (Lemma 6). From that we design an
incremental algorithm that computes the process number of atree.
If we want to join two trees with an edge between their roots then it is easy to see that Algorithm 1
will do it. However if we do not join them through the root, a pre ocessing to change the root of the
trees needs to be done. In next Section we propose one. To apply this algorithm, each node needs to
store the information received from each of its neighbors and a table which is the sum of the received
tables:∀vi ∈ Γ(v)∩Tv : vectvi , tvi andtsumv . Recall that sumv is defined astsumv [ j] = ∑vi∈Γ(v)∩Tv tvi [ j] in
the algorithm.
For a given treeT, we noteD(T) or D if there is no ambiguity thediameterof T.
We describe now three functions we will use in the dynamic version of our algorithm.
4.1 Functions for updating the process number
Lemma 6 (Change of the root)Given a tree T= (V,E) rooted at r1 ∈ V of diameter D, and its
hierarchical decomposition, we can choose a new root r2 ∈ V and update accordingly the hierar-
chical decomposition in O(D) steps of time complexity O(logn) each, using O(D) messages of size
logn+3.
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Proof We describe an algorithm to change the root fromr1 to r2:
First,r2 sends a message tor1 through the unique path betweenr1 andr2, r2 = u0,u1,u2, . . . ,uk =
r1, to notify the change. Then,r1 computes its hierarchical decomposition, considering that uk−1 is
its father. We assume that each nodev stores the information received from its neighbours andtsumv .
r1 applies Algorithm 1 using all vectors stored butvectuk−1 andt
sum
v − tvk−1. Then it sends a message
to uk−1.
After, uk−1 computes its hierarchical decomposition, considering that uk−2 is its father, and sends
a message touk−2. We repeat untilr2 receives a message fromu1. Finally, r2 computes the process
number ofT and becomes the new root. We have a new hierarchical decomposition.
In this algorithm,ui substracts the tabletui−1 from t
sum
ui , and later addstui+1, computesMui and
finally applies Algorithm 1. Clearly, all computation requiresO(logn) operations. The messages
need one more bit than in the previous algorithm to indicate wh ther a table has to be added or
substracted. 
Lemma 7 (Addition of an edge) Given two trees Tr1 = (V1,E1) and Tr2 = (V2,E2) respectively
rooted at r1 and r2, we can add the edge(w1,w2),w1 ∈ V1 and w2 ∈ V2 and compute the process
number of T= (V1∪V2,E1∪E2∪ (w1,w2)), in at most D steps.
Proof First we change the roots ofTr1 andTr2 respectively tow1 andw2 using Lemma 6. Then,w1
andw2 decide of a root (see Remark 3) which finally computes the process number ofT. 
Lemma 8 (Deletion of an edge)Given a tree T= (V,E) rooted at r and an edge(w1,w2)∈E, after
the deletion of edge(w1,w2), we can compute the process number of the two disconnected trees in
at most D steps.
Proof W.l.o.g. we may assume thatw2 is the father ofw1. Let Tw1 be the subtree rooted atw1
andT \Tw1 the tree rooted atr. Remark that it includesw2. The process number ofTw1 is deduced
from the previously computed hierarchical decomposition.Now, to compute the process number of
T \Tw1, we apply the change root algorithm and nodew2 becomes the new root ofT \Tw1. 
4.2 Incremental algorithm
From Lemma 7, we obtain an incremental algorithm (IncHD) that, starting from a forest ofn discon-
nected vertices with hierarchical decomposition((0,0,)[ ]), add tree edges one by one in any order
and updates the process number of each connected component.At the end, we obtain the process
number ofT.
This algorithm is difficult to analyze in average, but the best and worst cases are straightforward:
• Worst case:T consists of two subtrees of sizen/3 and process number log3(n/3) linked via
a path of lengthn/3. Edges are inserted alternatively in each opposite subtrees. ThusIncHD
requiresO(n2) steps and messages, and overallO(n2 logn) operations
INRIA
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• Best case: edges are inserted in the order induced byalgoHD (inverse order of a breadth first
search).IncHD needsO(n) messages and an overall ofO(nlogn) operations.
Actually, the overall number of messages isO(nD) and the number of operations isO(nDpn(T)).
They both strongly dependent on the order of insertion of theedges. Thus an interesting question is
to determined the average number of messages and operations.
5 Improvements and extensions
Reducing the amount of transmitted information In our algorithms, it is possible to reduce the
size of some messages and so the overall amount of information transmitted during the algorithm.
For example, instead of transmitting logn bits for t, we may transmit onlyL(t) bits plus the value
L(t) on loglogn bits. Overall we will exchange less thann(pn(T)+ log2 log3n+2+ ε) bits, where
ε = 1 for the dynamic version of the algorithm (IncHD). Further improvements are possible with
respect to the following lemma.
Lemma 9 Assuming that when an edge is added at vertex v, v asks its neighbours information once
and simultaneously, any dynamic algorithm satisfying thisas umption induces a transmission of at
least k−1k n(pn(T)−2) bits for any k∈N and value ofpn(T) ≤ log3(n/k) in some trees T .
Proof Suppose that we are given a dynamic algorithm such that when an dge is added at vertexv,
v asks its neighbours information once and simultaneously, and letk > 1 be an integer. We consider
a tree made of a pathu-v of length k−1k n with a treeT
′ atu. One of the messages received byv gives
information aboutT ′. If for all treeT ′ with process numberp, the algorithm uses less thanp−2 bits
to encode this message, and since there is more than 2p−2 hierarchical decompositions corresponding
to a tree with process numberp, there exists two treesT ′1 andT
′
2 with different minimal hierarchical
decompositions but which are encoded in the same way. We noteT1 whenT ′ = T ′1 andT2 when
T ′ = T ′2. Then, it exists a treeT” such that if we join it to (w.l.o.g)T1 atv, the process number ofT1
increases by one whereas if we joinT” to T2 at v, the process number ofT2 does not increase.
Hence, there is a treeT ′ for which the algorithm encodes the information transmitted to v on
at leastp−2 bits. For thisT ′ in our construction ofT, the information received byv comes from
u and hence it has transited throughk−1k n nodes. Therefore, the total of transmitted bits is at least
k−1
k n(p−2). 
Corollary 1 Assuming that when an edge is added at vertex v, v asks its neighbours information
once and simultaneously, any dynamic algorithm induces a transmition of at leastk−1k n(log3n) bits
in some large enough trees, for any k∈N.
Proof Let k ∈ N. By the previous Lemma fork + 1, there is a treeT with process number
log3(n/(k+ 1)) which induces a transmition of at least
k
k+1n(log3(n/(k+ 1))− 2) bits, and this
larger thank−1k n(log3n) when logn > k
2(log3(k+1)+2). 
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Reducing the number of operations It makes no doubt that the worst case complexity ofIncHD
and more specifically of Lemma 7 can be seriously improved. Inparticular, instead of changing the
roots of both trees, we may change onlyr1 to w1, then transmit information in the direction ofr2,
and eventually stop the transmissions beforer2 if the minimal hierarchical decomposition of some
node remains unchanged.
It is also interesting to notice that using arguments similar to [5], we can get a centralized algo-
rithm using a linear number of operations.
Trees and forests of unknown size If the sizen of the tree is unknown, a node encodes each bit of
the transmitted tablet on 2 bits, that is 00 for 0 and 01 for 1. It allows to use 11 to codethe end of the
table and hence to know its length. Thus the receiver may decode the information without knowing
n. In this coding the table requires 2L(t)+ 2 bits and the transmission requires 2L(t)+ 4+ ε bits,
whereε = 1 for IncHD and 0 foralgoHD. Remember thatL(t) ≤ pn(T).
Computing other parameters Our algorithms can be adapted to compute the node search number
or the pathwidth of any tree with the same time complexity andtransmission of information. For
that, it is sufficient to change the values of the initial cases (lines 1 and 1) in Algorithm 1.
For the node search number we would use the initial cases of the left of Figure 5. Notice that in
this case we do not use the vector(1,2).
if ∀vi ∈ Mv, pn(vi) < 2 then
(pv, p+v ) :=
{
(1,1) when∀vi ∈ Mv, pn(vi) = −1
(2,2) otherwise
if ∀vi ∈ Γ(v), pn+(vi) < 2 then
(pv, p+v ) :=






(0,0) when|Mv| = 0
(1,1) when|Mv| = 1
(1,2) when|Mv| = 2
(2,2) otherwise
Figure 7: Initial cases for node search number (left) and edge search number (right).
For the edge search number of a tree, we can prove that ns(T)− 1≤ es(T) ≤ ns(T), whereas
on a general graph we only have ns(T)− 1 ≤ es(T) ≤ ns(T) + 1. To adapt Algorithm 1 for the
edge search number, we would use the initial cases of the right of Figure 5 plus the extra rule that
all received vectors(1,2) are interpreted as if they were vectors(2,2). Also, if all received vectors
verifies pn+(vi) < 2, Mv is the set of all received vectors different from (-1,-1). Notice that it gives
the first algorithm to compute the edge search number of trees.
Algorithm algoHD has been implemented for the process number, the node searchnumber and
the edge search number, as well as corresponding search strategies [1].
About the difference of the parameters Finally, the following lemma characterizes the trees for
which the process number (resp. edge search number) equals the pathwidth.
Lemma 10 Given a tree T ,pn(T) = pw(T)+1 = p+1 (resp.pn(T) = es(T)+1 = p+1) iff there
is a node v such that any components of T−{v} has pathwidth at most p and there is at least three
components with process number (resp. edge search number) pof which at most two have pathwidth
p.
INRIA
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This lemma means that the difference between, e.g., the procss number and the pathwidth comes
from the difference on trees with smaller parameter and ultimately from trees with those parameters
equal to 1 or 2.
To give such characterisations for more general classes of graphs remains a challenging problem.
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